Velocity 
SADCP Reference Technique
The geostrophic velocity is referenced to the SADCP by matching the integrated geostrophic shear to the cross-track SADCP velocity. In the horizontal we average between stations; in the vertical we average over the thickest layer for which the SADCP velocities are consistently available, but avoiding the surface layer where near-inertial energy is usually highest. Here, we average from 150 m to 350 m, except in a few cases where the SADCP range did not extend this deep. The bottom velocity is defined as the offset between the geostrophic velocity referenced to the bottom and the geostrophic velocity referenced to the SADCP (Figure 1) . Note that the bottom velocity is not the velocity at the base of the water column; rather, it is the geostrophic velocity at the deepest common level. 
As noted by Saunders and
where n is curvature defined as positive for flow turning to the left, and f is the Coriolis parameter. In small, intense eddies, the geostrophic shear must be matched not to V measured by the ADCP, but to V• from (1). 
Velocity in the SAF
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The SADCP reference is applied only to the SAF station pair and the four station pairs to the south of the SAF due to failure of the GPS heading measurement (Plate 3). Within the SAF the eastward bottom velocity is 11.9+2.5 cm s -• at the northern SAF station pair. The expected error in ADCP reference velocity from the internal tide is smaller than the tidal amplitude. Although it is possible for the ship's velocity to Doppler shift the internal tide to zero frequency, so that the entire tidal amplitude appears as an ageostrophic velocity between a pair of stations, this will be a rare event. Equally rare will be the situation in which an integral number of cycles is sampled between a station pair, so that the error is zero. For our error estimates here, we suppose that the space-time averaging of the tide between stations reduces the velocity variance by 50%, averaged over an ensemble of stations along cruise tracks in various locations.
Near-inertial oscillations have large horizontal scales, so the horizontal averaging between stations is ineffective in reducing the variance, and the time between stations also causes only a small reduction. If the vertical scale of the near-inertial motions is small compared to the vertical averaging interval of the reference layer, then there will be a negligible contribution to the reference velocity. To be conservative, however, we treat the mean amplitude of ur as an index of the near-inertial motion and higher-frequency internal waves that might be present throughout the reference layer, and we simply add the square of this index to the other sources of reference layer variance.
Many objections may be raised to this error estimation scheme, and undoubtedly it can be improved; but we believe it has value for the present study nevertheless. A fundamental objection is that the method estimates the amplitudes of two periodic constituents using time series much shorter than either period; each on-station time series is typically 2-4 hours. The esti-mates are therefore noisy at best. To reduce the noise, estimates are regionally averaged along a section. Evidence that a signal emerges includes a tendency for larger internal tide estimates to coincide with rougher topography (in the present data set and in others we have studied) and for the rotation rate of ur to match the local inertial frequency. Furthermore, the estimates are conservative. The low vertical wave number part of the near-inertial field contributes to up, biasing the estimated tidal contribution high, and as noted above, the vertical average of the amplitude of ur is certainly an overestimate of the contribution of ur to the reference velocity.
